
 

Building Trust in Welsh Sport 
 
Seamus Gillen, Director at ValueAlpha, gives his view on why embracing good governance 
is an important first step in ensuring the good reputation of your organisation and the 
continued support of your members and other stakeholders. 
 
Sport never loses its capacity to surprise. In the positive sense as we continue to reflect on 
the success of the Olympic and Paralympic teams, and in the negative sense as, once more, 
incidents such as Allardyce-gate leave us dispirited and disbelieving. 
 
From a governance perspective, sports bodies are no different from any other organisation 
in the corporate world, the public sector or the third sector. In all cases, governance systems 
provide the means for each organisation to be well run and to deliver the organisational 
goals – or, occasionally, maybe not. 
 
But, in a way, sport is different. It is at the centre of our national life, whether from a 
spectators’, participants’, volunteers’ or an elite performers’ perspective. Even in terms of 
wider public policy, sport plays an important role in our lives, as beneficiaries - particularly 
through better health, improved lifestyles, and lower medical costs for the NHS.  Because 
sport touches our lives so often, and so meaningfully, the way in which it is run really does 
matter. 
 
Experience and insight tell us how often sports organisations and local community sport 
clubs are reliant on the contributions of volunteers and, contrary to the image conveyed by 
the broadcasting of some of the most popular sports in the UK, funding is not easily come 
by. There are many different environmental factors that can have an impact on sport, with 
issues such as doping and match-fixing often putting the integrity of sport into question. 
 
Integrity drives trust, and the trust ‘thing’ is key, particularly in an age of accountability, and 
stakeholder demands for transparency – a phenomenon driven by social media, and the fact 
that there is now no hiding place for wrongdoing.  An effective and high-performing sports 
governing body will deliver transparency and accountability and be able to provide the 
evidence that it can be trusted by stakeholders. Where, critically, those stakeholders are 
funders, a well-regarded governing body will more likely be able to argue the case for 
funding to be maintained, or at least reduced less. These are big responsibilities, and point 
to the need for increasingly professional boards. 
 
I felt inclined to revisit these issues when after the Olympics the Chief Executive of UK Sport, 
Liz Nicholl, (speaking of Team GB’s success) stated that "It shows that the system is working 
here in the UK, and yet those of us involved know that there's a huge amount more that can 
be improved…”. UK Sport Performance Director Simon Timpson added that the success was 
"not happening by chance. This is success by design." 



 
 
But can we say that the ‘system is working’ all across sport?  If this is ‘success by design’, 
does this mean we have the secret to achieving organisational outcomes?   
 
Would we feel quite so comfortable, and happy, when looking at the culture, values and 
behaviours which have led to Allardyce-gate, and the shock-waves threatening to cause 
further damage.  With Alan Shearer describing England as the "laughing stock of world 
football”, how would we feel if the same thing happened to Chris Coleman, particularly after 
Wales’ amazing Euros campaign?   
 
We might dismiss all this as being ‘just about money in football’, with the perception, or 
reality, that those offending are immune from accountability. (Although, interestingly, that 
was the attitude at FIFA HQ until US law enforcement took a different view). Or do we 
recognise that many sports are potentially capable of falling over, because they haven’t 
cracked their governance?  Every time a sport fails, a little bit more trust is destroyed, and 
the contagion spreads.  The only antidote is to work to restore that trust by reforming the 
failed organisation, and to continue to build trust in other non-failed sports. 
 
If we are to offer proper role models to our children, and everyone who touches sport in 
their daily lives, can we afford to do anything other than work to get high-quality 
governance into place, to achieve the ‘right outcomes’ for stakeholders? This is not about 
morality (the standards we set ourselves), this is about ethics (the standards others set for 
us). This is about making it just as easy for a board to do the right thing as the wrong thing.  
 
An interesting challenge arises in the context of elite performance. The question I find 
myself asking is whether it is possible to aim for excellence on the field or track, on the pitch 
or court, or in the pool, and not attempt to achieve that same level of excellence in the 
boardroom? Is good governance an essential underpin of sustainable sporting success, or 
does it really not matter? 
 
I am clear in my own mind that the two are linked. It is inconsistent for the controlling mind 
of a sport (the board) to demand or encourage elite performance, and not be prepared to 
evidence it itself in its own operations. If a sport is badly run, the elite performers may be 
able to distance, or isolate, themselves from it, but that has significant consequences for the 
pathways from grassroots to medals, and back again.   
 
So my questions to myself, and to the readers of this blog, are whether, with sport 
continuing to be at the centre of our lives, we can afford to take our foot off the pedal of 
governance reform?   Can we continue to believe that sporting performance and 
governance performance are separable?  Do we see any alternative to building governance 
capability as the means by which we can deliver sustainability, resilience, increased levels of 



 
participation and a clear and supportive relationship between sports at the grassroots, and 
successful elite competition?   
 
It’s precisely because sport matters so much that we need to consider whether, in 
governance terms, we are going far enough and fast enough? 


